
Cloud object storage that’s purpose-built for M&E  

Imagine being able to affordably store ALL of your content in the cloud, 

from raw footage to finished product– everything securely archived yet 

immediately accessible at a moment’s notice. Our breakthrough hot 

cloud storage technology enables us to offer one simple, single tier of 

service that’s blazingly fast yet 1/5th the cost of AWS S3, Google Cloud, 

or Microsoft Azure.

A bottomless cloud for endless use cases 

ACTIVE ARCHIVE: All the content you store in Wasabi is immediately accessible, whenever you need it, from a single tier 
of high-performance cloud object storage – not buried in some off-network tape library or glacially slow cold storage.

BACKUP & RECOVERY: Ideal for offsite backups, Wasabi’s breakthrough pricing and storage immutability make state-of-
the-art data protection affordable.

REMOTE COLLABORATION: Share files and edit in the cloud. Wasabi’s high-speed performance and no-charge-for-egress 
pricing streamlines production workflows without killing your budget.  

NEARLINE STORAGE: Save on expensive tier 1 storage by offloading infrequently accessed files to Wasabi instead of 
more costly NAS/SAN infrastructure that you’ll have to manage and maintain.  

DISTRIBUTION: When you move production to the cloud, distribution is as simple as notifying each distributor that final 
content is ready. Wasabi also works great as origin storage for a CDN–playback is smooth and there are zero recurring 
fees each time a new file needs to be pulled onto the network caches.

Price Performance Protection

Put more money into 
production, not in storage. 

Wasabi is 80% cheaper with no 
fees for egress or API requests.

Streamline production 
workflows and enable remote 

collaboration with lightning-fast 
hot cloud storage.

Protect your valuable 
content from ransomware 

or accidental deletions with 
Wasabi S3 Object Lock at no 

additional cost.



Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited 
amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has 
been recognized as one of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers David Friend and Jeff 
Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.

ABOUT WASABI

We solve the data storage problems of some of the biggest 
names in the industry

“Wasabi has proven to be an easy to use centralized storage 
environment for a range of studio assets. The process of 
transferring assets to the service is straight forward and all 
stored content is immediately available so our creative teams 
can continue to work uninterrupted. And with no egress charges, 
we don’t have to worry about how often we access our Wasabi 
storage or download assets for review and repurposing.”

Wasabi is the Official Cloud Storage Partner of the Liverpool Football Club and the 
Boston Bruins, and a Proud Partner of the Boston Red Sox.

See how customers from the Red Sox 
to PCEN Media are changing the game 

with Wasabi hot storage.
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